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ABSTRACT
A series of freshwater ice indentation experiments were pl.'r{ormct! with
vertical and downward-breaking inclined indentors in the icc lank at the

~lilr

lll~tillll,('

for Marine D}'namics in the fall of 1989. Indentor width. indentor .lug!!'. illcll'ntof
velocity and ice sheet thickness were varied for a total of 9-1 h.'Sts. Tlm'l! {orn-s,

one moment, three accelerations, indentor displacement, and carriag<,

Spt't~d Wt'Tl~

mCalIurcd. High sampling rates were used to capture the dynamic.!! of the intll'lll'lf
response. Crushed ice extruded in £ront of the indentor wa.'1 collcctl'd and sicvl'd
whellever possible.
f'ailure modes of crushing, radial cracking, circumferential crackil1g, spa11illg
and in-plane cleavage were all observed during vertical ind('ntatioll. The 1l1<lXimllIH
force on the structure was 29.1 kN. Analysis of peak pressures rev('alel! goud
agreement with data collected by previous researchers. Peak

prc.'j.~lIrrs

over the indentor area) ranged from 4 to II JUPa. A slight

(aVI.·rll,ll('(!

clcerea.~('

in [),'ak

pressures with increasing aspect ratio was observed. The small rangt! of contact
areas used in the test series produced no evidenceo{ a pressure-area relationship.
Peak

pres.~ure

increased slightly with velocity, up to speeds of .SO mmf.'. At

velocities higher than 50 mm/a the indentor begall to vibrate steadily and IlI'ak
pressures dipped slightly. Significant vibratiolls were induced in the structure by
crushing failureofthe ice. Crushing frequency varied proportionately with velocity
at low velocities. At velocities above 50 mmls the response became locked at the
natural frequency of the structure. An unusual "double· heat" force·lime trace
was sometimes observed during this locked-ill response, and spectral analysis of
the signal revealed the emergence of a higher secolld frequency in the vihration of
the structure.

For the inclined indentation tests, mixed railure modes of crushing and flexural
failure were ohserved. For low indentor angles, crushing dominated. For high
indentor angles flexural failure dominated, with crushing still occu..ring during
mdY tcs~s. Flexural failure was characterized by the formation of a principal

circumfercntial crack and one or two "subsidiary" circumferential cracks. The
formation of these subsidiary cracks was due to high in-plane forces combined
with vertical defll'Ction of the ice sheet to produce shear and buckling failure. The
failure mode underW"ilt transition from bending to crushing as velocity increased,
icc thickness increased, and indentor angle decreased. The maximum horizontal
force on the structure was 32.7 I.:N, produced with a 10" indentor while crushing
failure Wa.<I occurring. The normalized peak horizontal force exerted on the inclined
indentors increased as the indentor approached vertical. The broken ice pieces
produced by flexural failure wcre between 5% and 40% of the characteristic length
of the ice sheet. The dynamic effect of decreasing broken piece size with increasing
velocity was not clearly demonstrated.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
The design of many engineering structures intended for operation in Canada's
offshore or inland waterways is complicated significantly by the presence of ice,
Canada's East and North Coasts and thousands of rivers and lakes become ice-

bound for l\ major part of the year, and ice-going vessels, fixed and floating offshore
oil and gas platforms, lighthouses, bridges and other m.:.rine structures must be
bllilt to withstand the rigoues of this environment. With increasing exploration
and development of naturaJ resources in the Canadiall Arctic al:d off the eastern
seaboard, the amount of research on ice-related engineering

problem~

has grown

proportionately. Recently, the problem of structural vibration caused by cyclic ice

failure processes (particularly crushing) hIlS come under
vibra~ions

par~icular scrutiny.

These

can lead to structural fatigue and railure; instigate the liquefaction and

failure of a fixed structure's soil foundation; induce superstructure motions capable
of impeding opr.ration of drilling derricks and other equipment; and cause severe
discomfor~

for crew-members and passengers of ice-going vessels. In March of

1986 an ice-structure interaction featuring periodic crushing around the caisson-

retained

dri~ling

structure MOUhPAQ in the Beaufort Sea threatened the saft't)'

of the rig and forced evacuation. The magnilude of lhe forces exerled on

th.~

structure was not threatening, but the periodic nature of the cfllshing cventcallsc.1
partial liquefaction of the slructure's sand core. This event r('vealed that the
dynamic nature of ice crushing activity can pose a scrious problem for offshore
structures and must be taken into accounl when designing these structures.
The purpose of the present research is to study the dynamic behaviour of
structures during freshwater ice indentation. Specifically, to enable more accurate
prediction of the forces exerted on a structure and lhe response of a structure
subjected to this type of loading. To accomplish this, a series of t('Sls were performed in the ice tank of the Institute for MlLfine Dynamics in 81. John's, Newfoundland. The test programme was divided into lwo areas: vertical indentation
and inclined indentation. Three vertical indentors of diITerenl widths, and fonr
downward-breaking inclined indentors of varying slope were Ilscd in the [.'Sts for
the following purposes:
L to examine the effects of velocity and aspect ratio (the ratio of structure
widlh to ice thickness) on ice forces and failure mode during vertical indentation.
2. to examine the effects of velocity and asped ratio on the crushing failure
frequency of the ice sheet and the response of the structure during vertical
indentation.
3. to examine the effects of velocity and indenlor angle on ice forces anti railure
mode (particularly the transition from flexural to crushing failure) during
inclined indentation.
4. to examine the effects of velocity and indentor angle on the size of the broken
ice pieces created by flexural failure during inclined indentation_
5. to examine the eITects of velocity, indentor angle and ice thickness on tile
failure frequency of the ice sheet during inclined indentation.

The thesis is divided into four main sections. A review of the literature relevant
to

~mall

scale vertical and inclined indentation and associated dynamics will be

followed by a detailed description of the experimental work performed. The presentation or results and subsequent analysis for vertical and inclined indentation
will be done in two separate sedions.

Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Introduction

ke b!o:haves as a visco-dAStic material when its interaction with a struclurf' lakl~

place at low relative velocities: the etlerD' of inter...ction ill dissipated by ffl'Cl.
meehanisms such u srain·bounduy sliding and the mOvrolCnl of djslonltolls
within.l single ice crystal. At higher cdative velocities the icr behAves i\."l

1\

hrittle

material, brening into discrete pieces during interACtion with the structnre. The
size of these discrete pieces can Vouy from fractions or a millimelt."lo

kilomell~g.

depending on the interaction velodty, geometry lnd ice properties. The WilY the
ice breaks is

d~ribed

by

ll.

particular failure mode slIch

i\S

crushing, bucldinp; or

bendint;_ More importantly, the (orce required to break the icc can \Illry
ably, depe.. Jing on the mode of ice failure. This review

fOCIlSSl."S

c:on~idr.r

on the intcraction

of ice with vcrtical and inclined structures in the brittle f/lillire regime.

2.2 Vertical structures in ice
The failure mode of ice encountering an advAncing vertical structure in a brittle
indentation mode has been investigated by many researchers. The ge('tli1elry of
vertical indentation is shown in Figure 2,1. For slatic design purposes, the peak
pressure exerted on a structure during indentation is of most importance. This
pressure is diredly related to the ice failure mode, which in turn is dependent on

indentation velocity (Vj, aspect ratio (Dlh), the ice-structure friction angle (¢l),
the degree of contact between structure and ice, and the size of the structure and

ice. For a narrow vertical structure in conlact with a confined ice mass, crushing is
the dominant failure mode in brittle indentation. Crushing can occur by itself or
with other failure mechanisms. and is the failure mode responsible for exciting a
large structural response during dynamic interactions. The following description
of the ice crushing prlKess, illustrated in Figure 2.2, is based on the work of
Jordaan and Timco (1988). \-Vhen contact occurs and a force is developed at the
ice·structure interface, the structuredeOec:ts elastically and the ice viscoelastically.
Energy is stored in both the structure and ice. Microcracking begins in the grain
boundaries and within gr::lins of the ice. These cracks grow and finally coalesce,
instantaneously forming II. thin layer of small crushed ice particles immediately in
front of the struciure. Upon crushing, the structure and parent ice sheet rebound
and squeeze out the mass of crushed ice in a. rapid extrusion process. As the
crushed ice is cleared from the ice-structure interface, a thin layer of pcuticles
may be sintered Logether by the frictional melting and high local pressures of
extruJion, presenting a porous, fused ice mass to the advancing indentor. At
some point the structure once again encounter'S a "solid\ albeit damaged, ice
mass and the cycle begins again. The "solid" ice sheet in this case is not a virgin

undamaged ice sheet, rut a highly-damaged. mass of ice whi('h may h('hal"l' 11:1 a
viscous materiaL

Figure 2.1: Vertical indentation geomdry

Figure 2.2: Cyclic ict crushing process/or a verlical imlmlQr

Timco (1956) conducted a series of freshwater indentation lests in the brittle
mode wiln flat verlical indentors and identified five main failure model, [our of

which include crushing as one of the primary failure mechanisms:
1. Pure crushing - The ice directly in front of the indentor is broken into a mass
of fine discrete particles. There is little or no radial cracking, but the intact
ice beyond the crushed region is damaged. by microcracking. This failure
mode dominates when the ice is highly confined, i.e. at low aspect ratios.
2. Crushing with spalling - In addition to crushing, large chips are broken off
the surface of the ice sheet immediately in front of the indentor.
3. Crushing with radial cracking. In addition to crushing, large radial cracks
emanate from the indentor into the intact ice sheet.
4. Crushing with radial and circumferential cracking - In addition to crushing
and rl\dial cracking, circumferential cracks form at some distance from the
indentor due to Ocxural stresses placed on the ice. Roughly triangular broken
ice pieces are formed by the radial and circumferential cracks.
5. Radial and circumferential cracking with buckling· At lower velocitie9, negligible amounts of crushing occur and the ice fails in buckling, resulting in
the formation of radial and circumferential cracks.
Any of these failure modes can dominate under specific indentation conditions.
Nakazawa and Sodhi (1990) recently conducted a series of flat vertical freshwater
indentation tests and observed similar failure modes. Another failure mode, obl'ierved by f\'iche1 and Blanchet (1983) and Nakazawa and Sodhi (1990) is that of
cleavage. In this mode, a large semi-circular crack is formed immediately in front
of the indentor in the plane of the ice she-et. This type of failure may occur occasionally, but cannot be considered a continuous failure mode. The five primary
failure modes, and cleavage, are illustrated in Figure 2.3.
A useful representation of lhe variation in failure mode with indentation pa·
ram~tcrs

is a deformation-mode map, which shows the type of ice failure as a

function of indentation rate and aspect ratio. For any !ingle indentation test, the
interaction velocity and asped ratio are usually held constant. For a series of

PURE CRUSR ING

CRUSillNG flTIl SPALLIN,

==~~
CRUSII'NG flTil
RADIAL CRACKING

CRUSHING 'ITII
RADUL AND
CIRCUMFERENTIAL
CRACKING

DUCKLl,VG

CLeAVAGE

Figure 2.3: lee failure morlM during vertical edgc·inl1cfllalitln (nfler Timca, /986)

tests, velocity and aspect ratio can be varied over a considerable range of values
lo derive a deformation-n,ode map such as that seen in Figure 2.4 (after Timco,
1986).

10

INDENTATION RATE, V/2D (,-')
.

CRUSHINQ WI"tH RADIAL
AND CIP.C:: .....ERENTIAL
CA"-CKINO

CRUSHING
SPALLINO

0.1
RADI"-t/CIRCUMFERENT,AL
CRMlKII\O AND BUCKLlNQ

O.OlL~~~~~-~~-~~~-~~~--.J

02468101214161820222426

ASPECT RATIO, D/h

Figure 2..1: Deformntion-mode map of ice failure showing dominant failure modes
almriolls asped ratios lind strain rail's (after Timco, 1986)
Timco compared his results with those of Zablinsky eI al. (1975), Hirayama
d al. (19i4) and Michel and Blllnchet (1983), who all conducted similar experi·
lIIents. For alI the tests, it was found peak pressure (averaged over indentor area)
decreased with increasing aspect ratio from about 14 MPo. at DJ h

=0.4 to about

2 MPa at DJh '" 80. Peak pressure decreased slightly with increasing contact
fuca (rt '" Dh), from about S MPa at A ~ 2 cm ::Z to about 6 MPa at A:::: 200 em"l.

This trend of decreasing pressure ,'ith increasing contact area was not found by
Nakazaw<I and Sodhi (1990), probably due to the limiled variation in contact area

for their experiments.
The peak prwure exerted on the structure can be dependent on intera,tiOIl
locity. Peak pressure increucs almost linearly with

~'e1ocity

\'l"-

in the ductile n·gil1k'.

reaches a peak durins the transition from ductile to brittle failure and

till'll

drop:!

slis}1tly to a value which remains relatively constant as \'docity increases throush.
out the hittle failure

re'~me.

Timco (1986) found a slight decrease in IH'Ak

(lHS.

,ure with increasing velocity, while Nakazawa and Sodhi (1990) re(lOrt an incrf'NiC
in maximum peak pressure with increasing \·c1odty.
Design for dynamic lOAding of structures ill ice

requir~

knowle(lge of 1I0t ollly

the magnitude of the ice force, but the vAria.tion in force witli time. Slrucl,llf(.'lI
have generally Decn categorized as either rigid or Rr-xihlc ill thl,'

Ilil.~t, bllt

a strict

definition for a flexible .tructuredoet not exist. No structure is pl'rfr.ctly rigid, Imt
some can be considered very stiff wht'n compared to the stiITnt'Ss of the ice "Iwet.
The flexibility of the structure can have a significant efi'ect on the

strllcturl~'S

response and the determination of the response (lrce of the strtlcLure. Frl'dcrking

and Timco (1987) report significant magnification of

forc~

between the point

of application (indentor face) and the foundation for "nexiblc" structurC9, while
"rigid" structUfft do not exhibit this magnification. There

IUC

two predominant

explanations of ice-induced vibrations found in the literature: the lendency or
ice to crush into particles o(

il.

certain size, and the "negll.tive damping" (or l;Clf-

excited) model ror flexible structures proposed by Blenkarn (1970) and rdinct.l by
r..liiittanen (1978) and others. Both will be reviewed here.
Peyton (1968) studied the oscillatory nature of ice forces on oil drilling platforms in Cook Inlet, Alaska.
frequency of about I

He observed a cydic:, ratcheling ice failure

Hz, which was also

~he

i\~

a

natl/ral frequency of the test plat-

form. After conducting further tests in a laboratory environment where the ice
10

failure frequency remained at 5 Hz despite variations in the structure's natural
frequency, he concluded that the failure frequene;' was a basic property of the ice
only, known as the

~characteristic failure

frequency". Peyton also found that the

maximum ice forces and the ice compressive strength decreased with increasing
velocity. Neill (1976) stated that the ice tends to break into pieces of a certain
shr,e, and this size distributhn at a particular velocity produces a characteristic
frcquency spectrum. This may be true when large ice fragments are created, such
as in spalling, but the size of the fine particles :)[oduced by crushing are unlikely
to be dirl'Ctly reflected in the failurc frequency.
The average length of ice crushed per cycle, called the "damage length" I, is
orten found as the ratio of the \"elocity to the dominant failure frequency:

1=7

(2.1)

This formulation assumes that the distance travelled by the indentor between
failure

p~aks

is equal to

th.~

length of ice crush--d in every cycle, and that all the

crushed material is ejected from the ice-structure interface. In reality, a portion of
the length of crushed ice may be sintered together at the end of the extrusion cycle
to form a highly viscous mass between ti,e indentor and the original

~intact"

icc.

Michel (1978) found from his experimpnts that the damage length was between
25% and 50% of the ice thickness (O.25h to O.5h).

Sodhi and Morris (1986)

conducted indentation experiments in urea.doped ice and used spectral analysis
of the force-time records to determine the characteristic crushing frequency. They
found

tha~

this frequency increased linearly with respect to the ratio of velocity

to ice thickness, and the typical damage length was between 0.2h and O.5h. The
shape and the size of the crushed layer depends on the degree or confinement at the
ice-structure interface (Singh, 1990). The flexibility of the structure also has an
11

important effect on the thickne!5 of the crushed layer. A highly fiL'xible strm,"tIJrl'

will store more elastic energy (subsequently released when the ice fails) anrl ('r(,lIlt'
a thicker crushed layer than a grometricall)' similar and stiffef shudurt'.

u~

u~

(a )

I bI

I

I

u~
I Ii I

I

Figure 2.5: Idealization 0/ force-time hi3!oriu for four modes 0/ slructurnl response: (a) creep mode; (6) intennillen! cnuhing; (e) conlinlilous cruming; (d)
conlinuou$ cr.."hing at high velocity ('JIltr Karna and Turunen (1990))
Toyama et al. (1983) performed a series of indentation teslll by forcing

~Iine

ice ,heels against single- and double-pile configurations with variable natural frequencies. They found that the crushing frequency increased with velocity until
it reached the natural frequency of the structure. At this point the crushing fre·
quency (and structural vibrations) remained at the natural frequency despite fur·
ther increases in velocity. This phenomenon ~came known as "lock_inn. Tsuc:hiya
e!

ar.

(1985), Singh et al. (1990) and Karni and Turunen (1990) also observed

the same lock-in behaviour. Kama and Turunen summarized the four OhgcfVl..'<!
modes of structural response lo ice loading and discussed the lock-in phenomenon
12

in detail. At extremely low velocities where creep behaviour dominates, a constant structural deflection occurs, such

iLl!

shown in Figure 2,5(a). When velocity

increase3 such that ice fails in the brittle regime, the structure usually oscillates
in a sawtooth-type manner due to intermittent crushing (Figure 2.5(b)). When
the interaction velocity is high enough to induce locking-in of the ice crushing
frequency at the natural frequency of the structure, the structural response is
a steady harmonic vibration (Figure 2.5(c)). For extremely high ice velocities
the structure can no longer respond at the exciting frequency at which the ice
crushes, and breaks out of the lock-in phenomenon. The response amplitude decreases significantly to an almost constant deflection (Figure 2.5{d)) caused by the
average ice load. This final response mode ha.'l been achieved rarcly in experimental work, and Sodhi (1989) has published the only evidence '!)f it to date.

Kama

and Turunen developed a model incorporating the crushing and clearing theory
of Jordaan and Timco (1988) which correctly predicts these response modes for
interactions dominated by the crushing mode of failure.
The negative damping or seU-excited theory was first proposed by Blenkarn
(\970) after studying extensive ice force data acquired on platforms in Cook Inlet,
Alaska. He noted that the measured ice forces were random in nature, while the
structure responded at its natural frequency in a periodic manner. This led him
to believe that this dynamic response was due to structural characteristics as well

as ice properties, Le. structural vibrations were self-excited. Like Peyton, he
noted that the ice compressive strength decreased with increased loading rate and
used the concept of negative damping in a single-degree-of-freedom model of the
structure's behaviour. Negath'c apparent damping dictates that the an,j>litude of
structural oscillations becomes progressively higher in a particular velocity range.
As velocity increases the damping becomes positive and the vibration amplitude
13

reaches a limit (Frederking, 1989). r..IaaUanen (1978) extended the sclf-cxc;kd
model to a multi degree of freedom system capable of predicting saw-tooth {orcetime histories and their frequencies at low velocities. Other researchers (Eranti
eI

al., 1981; Toyama eI ai., 1983; Daoud and Lee, 1986) have also dcvc\oll<'d

refinements and variations of the self-excited model. Sodhi (1988) slIlIIffiari1A'd a
numbero{ objections to the self-excited model. The self-excited model asSlllllt'S the
excitation force induced by ice failure to be dependent only on the relative velocity
between the structure and ice, ignoring the effects of relative uisplacement, timedependence, changing contact area and damage beyond the crushed layer. The
excitation force in the brittle failure mode is especially dependent on these other
factors ignored by the self-excited model. Another ohjection,

rl\i~c<:1

by Singh

el al. (1990), is that the negative damping moud ignores the large dam [ling
of structural oscillations by the prl'sence of the crushed icc material at the iccstructure interface. The clearing of the crushed material, an important Ilart of
the overall indentation process, is not included in the model.

2.3

Inclined structures in ice

When an inclined structure comes into contact with a conRned icc mass, a new
failure mode (flexure) can occur which changes the ice-structure interaction. The
loads on a structure encountering flexural failure are much lower than thO!le experienced from crushing failure.
The following description of the interaction beLween a downward-breaking in·
clined indentor a.nd a level ice sheeL is based on S0rensen (1977) and Jeba.raj tL

ai. (1990). As lhe sloping surface of the indentor contacts the edge of the icc
sheel local crushing and extrusion occur at the ice-slructure interface in a cyclic
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fashion as for a vertical indentor (see Figure 2.6). With each crushing and clearing
cycle, however I the apparent contact area increases and the resulting force-time
sawtooth pattern will exhibit larger successive peaks. At the same time as this
local crushing occurs, the ice sheet is being forced downwards by the structure
and flexural stresses are induced in the ice at some distance Crom the ice-structure
interface. Radial cracks sometimes form in the ice sheet, usually emanating from
the corners of the indentor. When the flexural stress in the ice sheet exceeds
the strength of the ice, a circumferential crack forms at a finite distance from
the structure Ilnd the force on the structure drops to that required to clear the
broken ice pieces. When the structure again reaches the edge of the ice sheet, the
cycle repeats. Flexural fail urI' results in the formation of a small number of large
broken ice pieces compared to crushing failure where an extremely large number
of tiny particles are formed. The flexural Cailure process exerts smaller forces on
the structure than crl.lshing failure.
Most experimental work on inclined structures has been conducted on cones,
either upward· or downward-breaking (eg. Hirayama and Obara, 1986). Experiments with flat indentors have included Zabilansky el al. (1975), Sorensen (1977),
Haynes et al. (1983), Timco (1984), Frederking and Timco (1985), Michel and
Picard (1987) and Valanto (1989). The primary focus in this review will be on
the effects of indentor angle (a), ice thickness (h) and velocity (V) on the peak
horizontal force and broken ice piece size.
The peak horizontal force is usually normalized with respect to the f:l.exural
strength of the ice ((1/) and the square of the thickness (h) to obtain the normalized
peak horizontal force, H:
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Figure 2.6: Idealized interacfion between an inclined structure and cd9c.loadcd ice
shed
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H=~2
uJ h

(2.2)

Haynes et a/. (1983) used narrow indentors and varied velocity from 0·100 mm/s.
They found that the normalized horizontal force H was dependent on indentor
angle, increasing dramatically as indentor angle decreased below 20° from the
vertical. Iiirayamaand Obara (1986), summarizing data from several experiments
with cones, observed the same dramatic increase in H at slightly higher angles.
The increase in H with decreasing indentor angle is expected as the failure mode
changes from liexure to crushing as the structure approaches vertical. Vertical
loading is responsible for flexural failure and horizontal loading is responsible for
crushing failure. As a decreases the horizontal component of the total load will
increase and the vertical component will decrease. I£ the inclination is sufficiently
small, crushing may dominate. Boi.h Zabilll.nsky tl a/. .(1975) and Bercha and
Danys (1975) (conical indentor) observed the transition from flexure to crushing
with decreasing indentor angle. Jebaraj d af. (1989) noted that the ice failure
mode is also inliuented by the thickness of the ice sheet. The thickness of the ice
sheet will have a lafge effect on the flexural strength of the ice and consequently
how great a load can De supported

b~fore

flexural failure occurs. Simply, if the

crushing or shea£' strength oC the ice is less than the flexural strength, the failure
mode will likely become dominatt!d. by crushing and shear, and H will increase
dramatically.
Valanto (1989) examil'1ed the dynamic effects of velocity on the failure process
using a planar indentor if! Wartsila Arctic Research Centre (WARC) Fine Grain
(FG) model ice, As the indentor strikes the ice edge, the sheet is deflected down·
wards and the water undernea.th resists this deflection. As the indentor velocity
increases, the downward acceleration of the ice sheet increases and the hydrody·
17

n&mic inertia. increases. and the load on the indentor incrci\S('s. Valanto noh'(l
that the peak force on the indentor .....as caust'd by hydrodynamir: inertia. at the
first impact of the indentor, and tha.t this peak force increa.s<'d ahl105t linf'a.r1y
with inwea.sing velocity. The failure mode for all VaJanto's tests was f1exurt'. al\(I
he noted no increase in average force with velocity.
The increase in hydrodyn&mic resistance with velocity Also contrihllll'll to the
t.ransition from flexure to crushing a.nd the corresponding illcrtoa..se in ll. Flcxurl\l
stresses which lead to bending failure in the ice are caused. by ollt-of-plane delict:lions of the ice sheet. As the vertical load required to deflect the icc sheet

incr~'alI('H

with velocity, the horizontal component of the lolAII<»l<! mllst mrrC!lpondingly increase. If this horizontal component excccdll the crushing or shear slwngth of the
ice before the ice can be deflected enough to fail in henJing, the failure mode will
change from flexure to crushing or shea.r, and Jl will correspondingly incrl·a.ow..
Lipsett and Gerard (1980) and Haynes el al. (1983) ob!lerv("'ll tra.nsitions in fl\ilure mode from Dexure to crushing with increasc!S in velocity.
The size of the broken ice piKes creat«l by flexural failure is dictated hy the
point of circumferential cracking. Frederking and Timco (1985), conducting tests
with aIm wideindined indentor in urea-doped ice, found that the circumferential
crack form.. ..t approximately 75% the characteristic length of the icc. Michel and
Picard (1987), conducting tC!u with 100 to 200 mm wide inclined indentonl in
freshwater ice, found breaking lengths between 80% and 175% of the characlerislic
length. S0rensen (1978) and Va.lanto (1989) examined lhe dynamic elTectll of
velocity on the length of broken ice piece. The increase in hydrodynamic resistance
with velocity effectively increases the stiffness of the ice sheet. Consequenlly, the
radius of circumferential cracking will decrease and smaller broken ice pieces will

be produced. SlIren.sen and Valanto's tC!ts both verified a reduction in broken
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ice piece size with increasing indentor velocity. S"rensen', piece size was usually
between 10% and 30% of the characteristic length of the ice sheet, but reached as
high as 80%.
The most important frequency in the flexural failure process is the "single
icebreaking frequency", defined by Ettema and Stern (1989) as the ratio of velocity
to the distance travelled between two flexural failure events. Correspondingly, the
"single icebrt!aking period" (l/f) multiplied by the indentor velocity can be used
to estimate the size of the ice pieces broken during flexural failure cwnts.

l'

Chapter 3

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

3.1

Test Facility

The experiments were performed in the ice tank of the Institute for Marine Oynamics (IMD) at St. John's, Newfoundland from September 25 to OclobN Ii,
1989. The IMD ice tank is 96 m long, 12 m wide "nd 3 m deep. One end of
the tank can be thermally isolated by a large sliding door, producing a bay which
is used to house the carriage when no tests are in progress. It also allow'!! tCllt
preparation such as indentor changing and transducer mounting to be pcrfonncd
in a comfortable environment. The usable ice sheet grown on the basin is 76 m
long, and extends from the carriage bay to the melting pit at the far end of the
tank.
The carriage itself is 15 m long, 14.2 m wide, 3.9 m high and weighs 80

tonne" (Jones, 1987). The carriage is driven along steel rails by either a rack-andpinion drive system or a friction-drive system. Both drives are powered byeleclric
motors. There are two operating regimes. In
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~he

high-speed operating range (20

·4000 mm/&), the carriage is driven by 4 motors and velocity can be maintained
with an accuracy of 0.1%. In the low-speed operating range (0.2 - 40 mm/&), the
carriage is driven by 2 motors and velocity can be maintained within 0.5%. Up
to eight different spec(b can be tested in a single run. Each individual speed, the
distance moved at this speed, and the carriage acceleration are programmed into
the computer before each r""1, and the computer subsequently controls carriage
motion during the test. Mounted on the carriage is a test frame which can be
raised and lowered to facilitate test preparation and allow precise draft setting (or
testing. This frame can also be moved laterally to allow testing at the quarter
points o( the tank width, as well as along the centerline. For this test series all
runs were done along tl',e centerline.

3.2

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition

Seven indentors were manufactured from 3/4" mild steel: SO mm, 100 mm and
120 mm wide vertical indentors and 30°, 20°, 10° and 5° downward-breaking
inclined indentors all of 120 mm width. The vertical indentors can be considered
as having 0° inclination. No special treatment or coating was provided to indentor
surfaces. The combinations of indentor width and ice thickness were chosen to
generate forces that would approach the design limit of the towing carriage. Since
the maximum design carriage load applied at centerline is 60 kN, a target force
of 40 kN was used, providing a margin of safety.
For each test, the indentor was securely bolted to a44.5 kN AMTI 6·component
load cell which was in turn attached to the to....·ing carriage via a test·frame ex·
tension (see Figure 3.1). Only four components were measured for th.is test se·
ries: the horizontal forces

(F~

forward,

F~
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sideways), the vertical force (F, ), and

the moment about the y-axis

(M~).

Three accelerometers were nlollnt1,d nil Ihe
th~'

arrangement: one at the indentor just above the waterline (accderat.ion al
indentor

ad,

one at the test frame ilHmediately above the load cell (accd,'ra-

tion of the test frame an'), and one

;:'.1

the main carriage body (accdf'fation of

the carriage ae). A linear-voltage-displacement-transducer (LVDT)
separate post on the carriage meMure<! the displacempnt

II

mOllnt~~J

to the carriage. Displacement in the direction of 1X",\i.·,: Fz loading is
positive. Initially. a string potentiometer

(~yo-yo")

Oil

a

of the indentor reliltive
fon~id~'re.l

was mounted on a platforl1l

on the ice several meters ahead of the indentor to lw'asure the di'I,lac('lIll'nt of t.he
indentor relative to the fixed ice sheet. Examination of the anluired data revealed
that the

~yo-yo"'s

spring response

Wd.ll

not capable of capturing

tht~

indentor's

oscillations, and the only displacement recorded was that of the carriage. The usc
or the "yo-yo" WM subsequently abandoned.
Tests were performed at eight

mmj&.

~High-speed"

sp~ds:

400, 200, 100, 50, 20, 10, 2 <\I,d 0.2

tests (400 -.sO mm/s) were sampled at 2000 II: and

rMSl~1

through a 1000 H: anti-aliasing filter. "[.ow-speed" tests (20 . 0.2 mm/.'l) were
sampled at 200 H: and filtered at 100 H:. This reduction in sampling rilte wil.~ required because the longer test times associated with the slower speed tests would
have produced exorbitantly large data files, filling the acquisition system's avaiJable memory before all speeds could be tested. A NEFF System 620 Series

aoo

signal conditioner provided excitation voltage to all the measuring instrumentation. The resulting analog signals were amplifien and digitized by a NEFF System
620 Series 100 amplifier/multiplexer and stored on a VAX 11/750 computer, and
a KYOWA RTp·600B 14-channeJ tape recorder for back.up purprnies.
Three video cameras recorded the tests. One

Wil.'l

positioned underwater and

ahead of the indentor, another filmed the tests rrom the side or the carriage and
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ACCEl£ROWETERI8C)

INOENTOR

Figure 3.1: Test arrangement
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the final camera filmed from the front of the carriage. For inclined indentor

tt·~t,

a fourth camera filmed the channel behind the indentor to record the size of the
broken ice pieces. A still camera was mounted above and in front ofth" indcntor to
photograph cracking patterns in the ice sheet illuminated by ll11derwatt'r lighlillg.

3.3

Experimental procedure

An even edge was cut in the ice sheet using a pruning saw and the in(lcnlor 1\.1vanced to the interface. The four "high-speed" (50-·100

mm/~) test~

were run

consecutively in order of increasing speed, crushing 2 m of icC' at e1\ch velocity.
Crushed ice samples were collected for most tests and sievetl illlrllNliately afterwards to determine the size distribution of the crushed particles.
A new interface was cut and the Cour

~Iow-specd"

(20 - 0.2 I1Im/s) lests were

perCormed in order of decreasing speed, and when dry crushed ice was prO<"luccd it
was collected and sieved. For the 20 and to mm/s tests, a 2 m length of icc was
crushed. The lime required to crush 2 m of iceal bolh the2 and 0.2 mm/3 spce<.ls
would have resulted in the saturation of the data acquisition system's storage
capacity beCore the lowest speed was reached. Consequently, time limits of 400
and 500 seconds (corresponding to ice lengths of 0.8 m and 0.1 m) were placed
on the velocities of 2 and 0.2 mm/s respectively. A total of 9·j successful lests
were performed with variations in carriage speed (V), ice thickness (Ii), indentor
width (D) and indentor angle (a). For several attempted tests the carriage was
unable to maintain the programmed velocity, and on three occasions was unable to
progress through the ice at all. Significant Auctuations in carriage speed occurred
for almost all tests at 20 mm/3 and 10 mm/s, and the data was not included in
the analysis. The low-speed carriage operating system was used for thcse tests,
24

and the two drive motors could not maintain steady velocity due to the fluctuating
nature of the ice IO:ld. Table 3.1 (vertical) and Table 3.2 (inclined) provide detailed
test matrices.
To determine the natural frequency of the indentor and support structure step
unloading, or "plucking", tests were performed with the indentor in air and water.

A rope was secured around the indentor, led through a pulley arrangement to the
end of the tank and a 200 kg weight suspended from the end. The rope was
slld(lenly cut, effectively

~plucking"

the indentor to set it oadllating at its natural

rrequency. These oscillations were sampled at 2000 Hz, passed through a 1000 Hz
anti-aliasing filter, and recorded for future analysis. The indentor displacement,
indentor acceleration and Fz signals were subjected to spectral analysis and the
natural frequency of the structure,

f..,

was found to be approximately 63 Hz.

Structural damping ( was 4.6% ( = 0.046), and the stiffness of the structure K
was 9.4)( !OliN/III (9.4kN/mm).

3.4

Ice properties

Six freshwater ice sheets were grown with a wet-seeding process which produces
a fine-grained 52, strictly columnar ice. The temperature inside the tank was
lowered to -20°C, and a mist of warm water droplets sprayed into the air. These
droplets freeze and drop to the water surface to produce a fine-grained skim of
ice, and these grains act as nuclei for columnar growth, The tank was kept at

-20°C until the target ice thickness was reached. Since freshwater ice was usert,
no warm-up or tempering was required, and the tests were conducted at -SoC.
After testing, ice samples were immediately taken and stored in IMO's cold room
for thin·scctioniug. The average grain size was determined from these thin sections
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Table 3.1: Summary of tests conducled with vertical indenlors
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TroST

Frt'fih:I-IlI·Run3

FrcsJI:I-LQ..Run3
FrcsM-III-Runl

Indentor
width
(mm)

lndcnl.or
anglc
(degr<:e!l)

I"

T51

thicknCSll
(mm)

speed

Mcan
force

(mm/s)

(kN)

110

30

26.7

100
200
100
50
10
.00
200
100
50
20
10
100
200
100
50
10
100
200
100

1.09
0.84.
0.65

120

30

46.3

.·resh4.JII-RuIL2

120

20

46.3

Fresh4.LO·Run2
FrCllh4-1lI-Rlln3

120

10

46.3

~·fcJh4.LO-Runl

Fresh5·III-Runl

120

35.6

30

Frcsh:'l·I.O-Runl
Frcsbfl·II[·Run2

120

20

3U

t'rcsh5_1lI_Run3

120

10

35.15

Frcsh5·III·Run4

120

5

36.6

Fresh5·LO-Run2

FTcsh:'l-LO-Run4

Table 3.2: Summary

0/ tests

Peak
force
(kN

9.:17

SO

13.66
13.62

'00
200
'00
50
20
10
'00
100
100
50
10
10
'00
200
100
50
'00
200
100
50
20
10

L08
1.07
1.12
0.5:'1
0.33
1.56
0.67
0.15
0.31
0,43
0,45
7.67
6.47
8.10
1.53
6.19
5.17
3.98
12,40
2.00
2.24

1.92

F

1.88
5.07
6.03
4.13
4.77
4.29
4.17
8.84
8,40
10.04
13.61
9.93
24.11
15.52
32.73
27.84
4.07
3.96
3.06
2.36
2.50
2.89
5.58
5.19
4.56
8.00
5.10

'.84

19.70
10.10
23.70
20.92
21.91
20.67
13,44
27.03
23.15
24.14

conducted with inclined indentors
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,
,,

C,'

1.35

0.60
2.99
2.50
1.24
2.39
0.55
1.19
4.70
3.89
3.00
4.61
1.31
7.88

Failure
mode

C
C
F,C
C
F

,

C
e
e
e
F
e
e
e
e
C,F
F
F,e
e
F,e
F
F
F
F
e
F
F
C
C
C
C
C
e

C
e
F,e
F,e

using the mean intercept length method (Dieter, 1974) which gives good results
for strictly columnar ice (Cole, 1989). This grain size was between 1.35 mm and
1.64 mm for all ice sheets. Typical sections are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.

Figure 3.2: Vel'/ical section of 40 mm ice shed (Frcsh5)
Ice properties were measured before and after testing. The flexural strength

((T/), the elastic modulus (E) and the density (p) were tested before the first run
of each day. The flexural strength of the ice depends on the direction of loading,
and is generally higher when loaded downwards. The flexural strength or the ice
was tested in both the downward-breaking and upward-breaking modes. The ice
continues to grow slightly during a day of testing, and the ice thickness (h) was
measured at different points along the broken channel after each run to record
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Figure 3.3: lIori=ontal section of 40 mm ice sheet (FreshS)
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variations with respect to tank position and time. A summary of average icc
properties measured for each sheet is presented in Table 3.3.

k.
hNOM
Sheet
(mm)
Fresh 1
30

h.wG

a/

(mm)
21.5

(kJ"l

E

Elul

(.1111»

L,
(em)

(kglm 3 )

016

p

11043.5

T996.5
5861.3

6664

126

! 1048.5 5892.8

5261

100

Fresh 2

40

35.9

1002.0

Fresh 3

30

26.1

Fresh"

50

46.3

!!H1.5
T682.0

Fresh 5

40

35.6

1027.0

Fresh 6

30

26.2

T841.5
017

1884.7
!lIS

5750.1

6270

ll!l

!)lS

4659.5

,156\

00

!)l9

T809.5
! 1005.5
'951.0

Table 3.3: Summary of ice properties
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Chapter 4

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS:
VERTICAL INDENTORS

4.1

Failure modes

Visual records in the form of still photographs and video-tape were used in conjunction with first-hand observations to examine the failure mode of the ice during each test Particular Cailure modes also have characteristic force-time records,
and examinl>tion of these records can help verify the occurrence of a specific type

of ice failure. Plots of all data for tests Fresh6JILRun2 a.,d Fresh6_LO..Run2
(D", IOOmm, h = 30mm, V '" 0.2, 2, 10,20,50,100,200 and 400mm/,,) are presented in Appendix A.
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4.1.1

Brittle failure

Tesu performed a.t vdocities {rom 10 mm/, to

~OO mm/JS

induced britlle ice

failure. This range COfl'e!ponds to "strain rates· {rom 4)( 10-1

.1- 1

to 2.5

The ·strain rate" for \"erticaJ edge-indentation hu hem used by Timro

",-I.

(19~)

and others as (V/2D) {or low aspect ra.tios (G-S). Otbtr elCprnsions for strain
rate include V/D and V/4D. All thesl! expressions imply t.hat the streu in t.he
ice caused by indentor penetration is distributed through \he ice up t.o II. dL~ta..nce
of the order of magnitude of the indentor width.
however, have subsequently shown thal

alm~t

Jordaan and Timro (1988),

lhe entire ice

~traill

is ah!iOrbcd

in the crushed layer, and a much smaller length of the icc shed Lhan 2D should
be used to determine the true strain rate. For the purposes o{ compari!lOn with
previously published results, V/2D will be retained as a normalized velocity tcrlll
but will be re{erred to as "indentation rate".
Examples of force-time traces recorded aL different velocities are shown in
FiAUre 4.1. A sawtooth type force trace indicative of intermittent crushi~ failure
was observed at intermediate velocities. A harmonic {orce-t.imt tra.ce indicath-e
of continuous crushil1!, and olten an unusual -double-beat" force-lime haee were
observed at high velocities.
The dominant failure mode for all these \ests was crushing with radial cracking
and spaJling. Radial cracks were generally I to 2 m in length, but JOmclimes
extended for meters through the ice. These cracks originated near the cornef'l
and the center of the (ace of the indentor. As t.he Lest speed increa:ted. the
length of the radial cracks deueasecl. When more than one radial crack {ormcv,
circumferential cracking sometimes occurred at distances up to 2 m (rom the
indentor. At intermediate speeds (10, 20, 50 and 100 mm/s) the crushed ice
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Figure 4.1: Typical force·lime hi$lorie3for te3t" wilh brittle failure: a) sawtooth;
b) harmonic; c) "double·beat" (Tut Fresh6J1LRunf)
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was ejected in spurts. For some tests a pronounced banging sound accompAnied
crushing events. The5e tests tended to be those in which the highest intlenlor
loads and greatest indentor displacements wereobsen'ed.
At high speeds (200 And 400 mm/!) crushing usul.lly occurred in

I.

more

continuous manner. A l!.eady spray of crushed ice was ejected from the indentor·
ice inkrface up to 1.5 m ahead 01 the indentor. Long radial cracks did not alway.
form. More common wu the formation of short (20 to 30 em) 4S- radial crackl:l at
both corners of the indentor at regular intervals. Circumferential cracks formNI
infrequently, And at smAller distances {rom the indentor face « 1 m)thall for
intermediate speed tests.
Extensive microcracking took place in the region immediately in front of the
indentor, indicated by the "clonding" of the ice.

This region wa.'l roughly of

semi·circular shape and extended about one indentor width into the parent ice
sheet. At slower velocities (2 to 50 mmf!J), shorter networks of crub would
sometimes em.nate from ,Joints along the primary radial cracks (sec Fi!lITe 01.2).
Microcracking would occur at the ends of the "branches", allhough to a much
smaller extent than immed.iatdy in front of the indentor. There was always a
noticeable time gap (oflhe order of seconds) between the formation of the original
large radial crack and the formation of ,he offshootin! networks. The networks
did not form at higher velocities (100 to 400 mm/,,).
Thin sections of two ice samples taken from in front of thp. indentor immediately after two different 400 mmls teslll arc shown in Figure tl.3. The horizonlal
thin section shows damage to the parent ice sheel caused hy stress concentrations
at the indentor edge. The resulting structure con~ists of grains many times smaller
than those of the parent ice. The vertical thin section reveals a cleavage crack in
the plane of the ice sheet at the end of II. test.
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INDD'TOR

Figure 4.2: Microcracking activity during indenlatioll, including network" and
assodated mic1'OCrocking at

4.1.2

/010

velocitiu

Ductile failure

"Ductile" behaviour was predominant Corindenl&lion rales below 1.25 x 10- 2.. -

1

(2

and 0.2 mml" lesu). Allhough the overall response of the ice at these test speed,
can be characterized as "ductile", it must be emphasized that miaocracking and
larger local fracture damage the ice immediately in Cront of the indentor,leadir.g
to crack-enhanced viscous

now.

A brief bUr31 of cracking activity was followed

by a long period where the indentor extruded the damaged material from the
icc·structure interface in a viscous manner. Typical Corce·time traces from slower
speed tests are shown in Figure ,1.'1. The rounded peaks of the Coree-time traCe!
are indicative of ductile failure.
As the indentor progressed into the ice, a large radial crack usually formed at
the cenler of the indentor face and extended up kl 2 m into the parent ice sheet.
Occasionally, a SC{:ond large radial cra.ck {ormed from the edge of the indentor face.
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Figure 4.3: Top: l'l!rtical thin sl!ction lL'lth in-plane c!l!al'age crack; Bottom: Hori:ontal thin sl!clion with damagl! to parent iet: shu.t
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The ice sheet was oftell deflected downwards during these slowcr tests, flooding
up to 0.6 m in front of the indentor {or 2

mm/3 tests, and

up to 2

//I

in fro1lt of

the indentor for 0.2 rnm/s tcsts. Buckling was responsible for this flooding. Fnr
some tests 1 or 2 circumferential cracks {ormed, at distances up to 2 111 from the
indentor faCt:. At the indentor-icc interface, highly·dalllaged icc "flowed" from the
contact region in a generally continuous fashion, accompanied hy i\ high squeaking
sound. The ice extruded from the inter{ace was usually a parti'llly fused "curl"
of rod·shaped ice pieces (see l"igure 4.5) with a "diameter" of 3 to 'i

111111,

illld Il

length roughly the same as the indentor width.

Figure 4.5: JIIuslration

0/

ice alruded from il/dell/or-iec if/ler/ace durin!) .~1()1II

speed lests (2 and 0.2 I1Im/s)

4.2

Peak pressures

The peak force on the indentor face (Pr,.a.) for ea.ch test

Wall

DAS_CALC software at the IMD. The highest force measured

found using the

Wa!!

2!U4 kN for

test Fresh6_HLRun3 aL 50 mm/s. This was a 120 mm wide vtlrtical indelltor ill
30 mm thick icc. Peak pressures were calculated assuming a contact area of Dh,
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the indentor width times the thickness of the ice sheet, such that:

p.~.k --~
Dh

(4.1)

The actual contact area is \'<!rtain to have varied between this maximum value
(Dh) and lower values, due to the ened of spalling at the top and bottom of the

ice sheet. Since the collection of spall samples was not continuous, and the actual
shape of the contact area at the time the peak force was induced is not known, the
apparent contact area (Dh) was used to determine peak pressures. The duration
of indentation will also have an effect on the peak pressure. Keeping all other test
parameters constant, a longer test time is likely to produce a higher peak load than
a. shorter test. This should be kept in mind when considering the comparisons

of the peak pressures reported in the previous literature and the current tests
presented in the following sections.
During test series FreshLHI, Fresh2..Hl and Fresh3.HI, PI' was sampled at
2000 Hz and passed through a I Hz (not 1 kHz as intended) anti.aliasing filter.
The peak forces determined from the resulting signal could not be included in the
following analyses with confidence, and the data fron, the affected tests was not
used.

4.2.1

Aspect ratio effect

A plot of peak pressure vs. aspect ratio including data from previous similar experiments (vertical indentation, freshwater ice, planar indentor, and a3pect ratios
between I and 5) is shown in Figure 4.6 (Nakazawa and Sodhi, 1990; Timco, 1986;
Michel and Blanchet, 1983; Zabilansky et al., 1975). Aspect ratio varied between
1.7 and 4.6 and the structure can be cunsidered narrow. Peak pressures ranged
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from" to 11.3 MFb. although most were below S Mfb. Peak Jln'Sllure c'xltilJit('<1
a slir;ht decline with increasing aspect ralio. The present ("('SuIts ;\grcc wilh lilt'

previous work and a slight decrease in peak pressure with incrca:ling lUlllCCt ratio
is exhibited. As the aspecl ratio increases the relative amount of pure crushing
making up the failure mode as a. w~lOle decreases, and rfldial and cirCllm(crClllial
cracking and spalling aclivity incrcases. These failure mechanisms exerL 100"'I~r
loads on the indentor face Lhan crushing, and the o\'erall err(~d is a reduction in
total rorce on the indentor.

_ _~_~-----.J

oL_~_~_~_~

o

3

•

Aspect ratio (D/h)
Figure 4.6: Peak prcS8vre VI. tuped ralio (D/h), illclllding preoious lDOrl: (Naita:aW6 and Sodhi, 1990; Timl:o, 1986: Michel and Blanchd, 1983; Zabilansky d
al., 1975).

4.2.2

Velocity effect

Velocity is usually normalized
indentation to derive a test

wi~b

~strain

respect to the length of ice loaded during

rate n, As described in Section 4.1.1, the tradi-

tional normalized velocity term of V/2D is not a true strain rate, and should not
be referred to as such. For the purposes of comparison with previously published
results, V{2D will be retained u a normalized velocity term but will be referred
to u "indentation rate n.
A plot of pea.k pressure

liS.

indentation rate including previously published

results (Nakazawa and Sodhi, 1990; Timco, 1986; Michel and Blanchet, 1983;
Zabilansky t:t al., 1975) is shown in Figure 4.7. The data agrees well with the
previous results. For the present tests, indentation rate varied between 8x 10-~ ... -1
and 2.3 ... -1, and appeared to have some effect on peak pressure. Peak pressure
appears to increase consistently, however slightly, with indentation rate up to
V/2D

=

0.2,,-1, after which a dip OCCUf3. Thi" dip coincides with the transition

from intermittent crushing to continuous crushing, and is usociated with a change
in the behaviour of the structure from static to dynamic. This drop will be
discllssed in detail when indentor dynamics are addressed in Section 4.3.

4.2.3

Contact area effect

A "scale effect" of decreasing pressure wilh increuing contact area hu been re·
ported by Sanderson (1986). A plot or peak pressure vs. contact area including
previously published work (Nakazawa and Sodhi, 1990; Timco, 1986; Michel a.nd
Bla.lchet, 1983; Zabilansky el al., 19;.5) is shown in Figure 4.8. The present data
agrees with previous work. Contact area varied only rrom 21 cm 2 to 37 cm 2 ,
and no distinguishable decrease in peak pressure wilh increasing contact area is

Peak Pressure (MPa)

I
10l---,----+.~-~<c-'1~-" ' ' l: Ib-+fI:~ :~<-O:~.~ i"~+-'~.- ;~.-~-:-\"-.I-'' -' -J.
:~ ~';::"II,::~:'
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Figure 4.7: Pea4' pressu.re ~·s. ilHlclllalion rale (V/1JD), inclllllin!} p,.cviou.~ 1I1(J1'I~
(Naka:uwa and Sodhi, 1990; Timco, /986; Michcl unli IJ/f~lldlCt, /.1)83; Zabi/allsky
ct

al., 1975)

."

evident. This result is not entirely unexpected, due to the small range of contact
areas used in the test series. The small range of contact area compa.red with previous work has produced a tight duster of data points from the present study in
Figure 4.8. For the sake of darity, a plot of the present data alone is shown in
Figure 4.9.

10

100

1000

Contact Area (cm 2 )
figure 4.8: P~f1k prusure u.s. contact area, including previolt$ tDOrk (NakazfJlDtl
and Sadhi, 1990.. Timco, 1986; Michel and Blanchd, 1989; ZdilaWy et aI.,
1975)
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Contact Area (cm 2 )

Figure 4.9: Peak pressure

liS.

con/lid area, IIN:scnl study alone
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4.3

Dynamics

4.3.1

Characteristic failure frequency

The characteristic crushing frequency was obtained through spectral analysis of F"
and in some cases, jH~. This generally yielded a power spectrum with a dominant
peak at the characteristic failure frequency (see Figure 4.10). When the resultant
power spectrum yielded morc than one peak with significant power, a visual check
of the force-time record was used to verify the dominant failure frequency.

r ~ (N

400.00

300.00

200.00

I

O: ,+~_I\_f\. :!J. :,v_J. :\",.

"""''''-...:.. ..:)..:._'......:.
'- 0'....:""'
•. ...:
.. -'-'"-----...,

1

0.00

100.00

200.00

300.00

400.00

frequencv( HZ)
Figure 4.10: Typical power spec/rum of Fz time series

During lest series FreshLHI, Fresh2JH and Fresh3_HI, F>: was sampled at
2000 1/:: and passed through a 1 Hz (instead of 1 kHz as in other tests) antialiasing filler. This unrortunate error rendered dynamic analysis of this signal
useless for the noted tests. Comparison of Fz with M w for other series where Fz
45

was properly filtered at 1 kHz (FresM_Hl, Frcsh5_H1, Fresh6JII, and Fh'ShJ.LO
through

Fresh6~LO)

showt'd a nearly perfect match of the two signals lllHlt'r all

conditions. A plot of F~ and

M~

from a properly recorded test (Frl'sh6JiLHulI:!)

illustrates this agreement (see Figure 4.11). Although the amplilmle of Iwak~ in
the
F~

M~

spectrum cannot be compared with the amplitude of peaks in the matching

spectrum, the frt'quencies obtained from the

M~

spedrum arc the same a.~

UIO~C

which would have been found from a. properly filtered Fz signal, a.~ shown in Figur(!
4.12. Consequently, the

M~

time trace from test scrit's FrcshLHl, F'rl'Sh2_1I1 ami

Fresh3_Hl was Ilsed for spectral analysis lo determine the chara(tcrlstic

crll.~hing

frequency for particular velocities.
Plots of the characleristic failure frequency normaliled with respl'd lo till'
nalural frequency of the struclure (f/fn) vs. aspEct ratio (O/h), and f/I" vs.
velocity (V) are shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure ,1.1,1,

re~pcctively.

The natural

frequency of the struclure was found from plucking lests to he fl3 1/:. Variations
in characterislic failure frequency occurred predomiuanlly (and in a

systl~rnatic

fashion) only with changes in velocity. Aspect ratio has no appawnt etfcct on the
crushing frequency, although the narrow range of aspt.'Ct

ralio~

used in this test

series may not have been sufficient to allow any relationship to emcrge.
The frequency of failure reaches a plateau at the natural frequency of the
struclure as velocity approaches 100 mm/3, and is "locked-inn at the natural
frequency of the structure for higher test velocities. The increa.~e in failure frequency up to this plateau is proportional to the normalized velocity, and once the
plateau is reached it becomes independent of velocity. This is in agrrement with
the findin~ of Neill (1976), Sodhi and Morris (l986) and Singh d al. (1990).
Singh t!

at.

also noted the "locking-inn of lhe dominant freqllency al the natural

frequency of the structure over a wide range of velocities. Similarly, velocity did
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500

not increase enough to push the dominant frequency abo\·e the natural frequt'ncr
of the structure, but

a~

200 and 400 mm/s higher frequencies did ht'gin to appear

in the spectrum.
Prior to ]O<'k-in, the indentor movements are characterized as transit'nt or
unsteady, and a sawtooth-shaped force-time trace was recorded. The indt'lltor
response decays significantly before the exciting force is again applied by

~he

ice.

At velocities above 100 mm/s indentor oscillations becomc sleady at the Ilatural
frequency of the structure. Figure 4.15 is a plot of indentor displacement at ~pt'Clls
of 50,100,200 and 400 mm/s for test Fresh6_HI..Run2 (h "" 30mfll, D = 100111111).
When the exciting force (crushing) is applied

a~

the same frequcncy

all

thc natural

frequency of the structure a resonant condition should emerge w!l('re the structlu \1
response is large and the load on the structure required to induce thi~ response is
small (Rao. 1986). It can be seen from Figure 4.15 that changes in the

re~ponse

amplitude with increasing velocity are small. although the mcan l\eflection or the
indentor increases. At high indentation velocity
of the crushed layer and the

~intact"

(~

100 mm/s) the intrusion

ice sheet prevents the full rebound of the

indentor to the "equilibrium" position (displacement u

= 0).

The mean position

of the indentor is shifted in the positive-x diredion. This condition is similar
to that described by Ka.rna. and Turenen (1990) as continuous crushing at high
velocity. If velocity had increased above 400 mm/s, it is possible that oscillations
of the indentor would decrease and a positive constant displacement induced hy
the mean ice forcc established. such that u

= Fm••"/l\..

Jordaan tl af. (1991) indicate that the structural stiffness l\. has a !lignHicant
effect on the crushing frequency and the amount of icc crushcd pcr cycle. The
static indentor stiffness was measured from the plucking tests as K "'" 9.4 MN/m.
The stiffness of the ice, 1(/, can be calculated as
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Figure 4.15: Indentor response at velocities of 50 mm/s, lOOmm/s, fOO mm/s
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(.1.2)

where the ice is assumed to be a semi-infinite clastic platO;! "nJ the tol,,1 lo"d is
distributed uniformly over the indentor width (Jordaan and l'illH'o, \988). For a
narrow indentor, a uniform load distribution is a reasonable assumption. Using
the values of h from Table 3.3 and E = 10000 MPa for rapid loading (Jonlaall
and Timco, 1988), the stiffness of the ice sheet can be calculated as var)'ing
from 70 MN/m to 124 MN/m, and the ratio of ice

stilfl1e~

to indentor stiffnt'Sll

(!(//{() ranges from 7.5 to 13. These ratios are considerably higher than the icc

to structure stiffness ratio of .. obtained by Timco (HIM), as reported hy JorJaan
and Timco (1988). Although the absolute

stirrlle~s

of the presrnt structure is

greater than that of Timco's structure, the present structure is at least twice

a.~

compliant as that of relative to the ice tested (Timco, 1986).
The amount of ice crushed per cycle and the high·velocity frcfluency lIep"Il'
dence, however, lead to the conclusion that the indentor behaved as a relatively
stiff structure when dynamic behaviour was excited. The higher the cOlllpliance
of a structure, the lower the :esulting crushing frequency will be for a given velocity and ice thickness. A more flexible structure will deflect more under a given
load and crushing events will occur less frequently. The nexible structure will
also release more strain energy and subsequently crush more icc per cycle. The
region of velocity dependence in Figure 4.14 between 50mm/8 and toOmml S
be approximated by a line of slope

Clll!

f / 1ft V :; 0.013. Multiplying til is value by

the natural frequency of the structure, 1ft, and the thickness of the ice, h, gives

a. dimensionless number F ::::: fh/V = 19. Typically in laboratory scale

te~ts

ranges from 3·5, while for medium scale tests conducted at Pond Inlet, F

F

wa.~

as high as 500, and for the large.scale MOLlKPAQ events ranged from 20·[00
52

(JordMn et al.,1991). As the stiffness of the structure increases, F should increase. The structure for the present test series is relatively stiff by this standard,
compared to typical laboratory scaJe

tes~s.

This apparent contradiction is due to

the different structure stiffnesses under static and dynamic loading. The region
between Omml3 and 50mmls in Figure 4.14, when indentor behaviour was es·
sentially static, can be approximated by a line having a slope

I I In V somewhere

between 0.0013 and 0.0024. Again multiplying by In all.u h, F is found to range
between 2.5 and 4.5. For purposes of comparison, Timco (1986) obtained a value
of F

=

3 (Jonlaan and Timeo, 1988). When the present structure is statically

loaded (at low velocities) it behaves as a relatively flexible structure similar to
other laboratory indentor structures. As a constant dynamic response is excited,
however, the higher dynamic stiffness produces higher crushing frequencies and
shorter damage lengths.

4.3.2

Damage length

When a rigid indentor crushes ice at a frequency!. then each crushing cycle
takes llf seconds and the indentor moves a distance of VI! mm each cycle. This
distance VI f is called the damage zone or damage length, I, as discussed in Section
2.2. A portion of the actual length of ice crushed in a single cycle may be sintered
together at the end of the ex.trusion cycle to form a reconstituted mass between
the

ind~ntor

and the original

~h,i.act"

ice. The presence of the sintered ice mass

prevents travel of the indentor through the full damage length, effectively reducing
the damage length as determined from the frequency respC'nse of the structure.
It follows that the crushing length predicted by

VI f is an underestimate of the

actual crushing length. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to experimentally
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determine the actual crushing length per cycle.
The ratio of damage length to ice thickncss, 1/1 jh, is lypically Iwtw~1l

O.~

iltlll

0.5 (sce Sedion 2.2). Ploho! Vljh vs. l\.llpccl ratio (Dlh), and r/fh vs. vdocit)·
(V') arc shown in Figure -1.16 and F'igure ".17 rcspeClivf'ly. Tile d:ullilge l"uglh
ranged between O.06h and OAdh, i.e. between 6% and ·18% of the ifl' ,hkkUt'ss
was crushed in each cycle.

~Iost

values, however, were below ilboul 0:1511. :\SII"I't

ratio has no discernible cITed on Vlfh. while velocity has a df'linitt'

('t{l·rl..
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Figure 4.16: Damage len.gth to ice thickness mtioll.1.
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mUn

For velocities below ,50 mm/s. the damage length was usually hetween
and 0.2h, Damage lengths up to about 50% of the it.:e

thkkll(~sS

These values are in agreement with the lower range of values

(1,1 Ii

werc raleulnletl.

stlgge;lt~cl

hy

pn~

viously published results, As discussed in Seclion ,\.:1.1, the compliallce of the
structure has a significant effect on its dynamic: response. Typical vahws of fh/V
for la.boratory scale indentation tcsts range from 3-.'5, while values of jll/V for 1I1e
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Figure 4.17: Damage length to ice thickness ratio

l'S.

velocity

present tests arc near 20, indicating high stiffness. Consequently, lower damage
lengths are produced. At the point where locking-in or the characteristic failure
rrequency occurs (V ::::; 100 mmls), the value of VI fh drops tv 0.06 and then
begins increasing lillearly with velocity. As

f

is Jocked near the natural frequency

or the structure, the value of Vlfh becomes directly dependent on V, increasing
accordingly.

4.3.3

Higher frequency observations

Figure .... tS is a plot of the Fz trace and the indentor displacement-time trace
rrom a 200 fIlm/s test (Fresh6_HLRun2). The force trace exhibits a steady-state
double beat pattern with two distinct peaks in every full cycle. The largest peak
generally occurs at the maximum indentor displacement and coincides with a
crushing event, while the smaller peak occurs as the indentor rebounds and may
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be associated with a second crushing event or some extrusion process. This illlplies
that there are two out·of-phase failure processes occurring at a frequency Ill'ar tht'
natural frequency of the structure. Occasionally, however, a
observed on the

"up-swing~

~nlallt'r

peak call lw

of the larger force peak. A lllon'likt'ly e~planatillll of

the double beat force-time trace is the superposition of two fn'lltu'nry

l'IImpO\Il'\lt~

in the force: one at the natural frequency of the structure and allothl'T at its hilllll'r
frequf!ncy of vibration. The power spectrum of this time lil~ri('S is shown in Figllr('
4.19 and confirms the presence of two distinct frequencies at approximaLdy (II; Ih
and 200 II:. A frequency component lIl'aT 200 1/: was ahsl'n'('d in s('w'Tal otl1l'r
tests. If this component was evidence of icc failure at

SOll\l'

fr"(I\l('rwy almVf: t.h,·

natural frequency of the structure, it woulcl ha\'c some variahility. TIll' constancy
of the higher frequency at :::: 200 1/: indicates that ;t i,; tlw Tl's1l1t of (~x('itali"l1
of some different mode of structural vibration. A cornpll'tl' ,Iynamic analysis uf
the indentor.carriage system must he performed to confirm tl".

"xist(~lIn'

of Utis

higher frc<luency in the structure, to ensure that it is trot rdnte,lto sOIrw in~ failuro:
phenomenon such as the

4.4

extrll~ion

process.

Sieve analysis

A portion of the crushed ice mass extruded from the indeutor-ire
collected and passed through a series of ·1 siellcs to determine

itrL<'rfan~ WM

tlll~ ~ii(e

Ilistrihlltiull

of the crushed particles. The ranges of particle sizes, as determined hy sicv(' sb~I.~,
were> 4.;6 mm, 4.;6-2.38 mm, 2.3S·1.19 mm, 1.19·0.85 mtll, and

< 0.8.'") mrll.

The top sieve usually contained a number of larger ice pieces spalled frolll the
parent sheet during indentation. The typical spall was roughly oval.slraped, with
a thickness of less than 5 mm and dimensions of approximately 20 )( :10 mm.
.\ 6
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Power spec/rum of dOllble beal lime series. showing two distinct

frequencies
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A plot of

th~ perc~ntag~

of crushed ic~ pused through cach :lic\'t' for Ililfl'wnt

velocities is shown in FigufC 4.2{),

100~pe=r:::ce=n=' :':p:::as:::s::ed:;80
..:.... 100 m ..'.
-6- 50 ",mI.
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</ /---

o
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'0

0
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3

s

Sieve size lmm)
Fir;ur~

4.20: Sine analysis rUllfLs: percentage paunl v.s. sirt.e si:r.

Thc increi\Se in percent passed .....ith incrcl\liing \'elocity indicat,":I that. tl1l' line·
ness of the cru5h~ icc pArliclcs incrcases with velocity. Aft('r the icc is initially
crushed, further grinding and crushing lak~ pill«' within the cruslJC(llayer AS the
particles arc extruded from thc icc-structure interfacc. Tilc incrt'J\.'IC in Il;utid,~
fineness .....ith velocity mAy be allributcd to an Increase in the amollnt of fnrllwr
crushing within the layer at higher \·c!ocitiOl.
It is worth noting that some of the plHticles cjcctl.'<! from tlu! icc·struclllro!
interface are actually several particles joined together by eiLher rc·frt't'idng or ,..aIm:
sintering process, and the particle sizes determined by the sieve analysis arc ll.lrnost
certainly larger than the actual initial sizes of lhe crullhed grains, The sliding of
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particles within the CfI:shed layer will induce friction melting on the surface of the
particles. lIigh local pressures can exist within the crushed layer as well, inducing
prcs3ure-melting and possibly sinteringof particles. If inter-granular motion stops
while several wetted particles are in contact, they can re·freeze to for.lI a larger
single particle. Examination of individual crushed particles was not

p~rformed

for the present tests. Examination of particles from the 1990 Hobson's Choice
Icc Island tests definitely revealed that some of the ejected crushed particles are
re·frozen or sintcred groups ofsrnaller particles (Kenny et al., 1991).

5.

Chapter 5

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS:
INCLINED INDENTORS

5.1

Failure Inodes

Visual records in the form of still photogrllphs and videotal}t'5

Wf!fC

us~l ill filII'

j'lIIction with first-hand observations to examine the failure mode of lbc~ icc during

each test. Of particular interest was the transition from crushing failure to nl~Xll
ral failure as ice thickness h, indentor angle 0 and

tt~l spf!cd

performed at velocities from 10 mm!1J to 400 mm/s and

V varied.

indf~nlor

Tl!sls WI\W

il.nglC!lof f)0, 10',

20° and 3D' from a vertical plane. Nominal icc thicknesses were :10 mm, ·\0 rum

and 50 mrn. Plct, of all data from tests Fresh.5JII.Run2 and Frcsh.U.O.Hun2
(D

=

120mm,h

=

40mm,0

= 20°,V

= 1O.20,W. 100,200 and 100 mm/.,)

are presented in Appendix Il.
Three primary failure modes were observed: continuous cru~hing; mixed crlJ~lI-
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ing lind flexure; and pure flexural IlIllure. Continuous crushing occurs when no
flexura.l failure events are observed during

II

test. This failure mode may also

contain shear failure adjacent to the indentor (ace. If the crushing is interrupted
by sporadic flexural events, the failure was described as umixed mode". If flexural
failure is regular the failure mode is said to be pure flexure, e\'en though shott
periods of crushing may occur before each event, Examples of the force-time series
for each of these failure modes are shown in Figure 5.1.
For the 50 and 10° indentors continuous crushinll dominated.

Radial and

circumferential cracking patterns similar to those for the vertical indentors were
obgerved. Usually, two radial cracks formed from the corners of the indentor at
the onset of indentation, and occasionally a third radial crack formed from the
center of the indentor face. At speeds between 10 and 50 mm/3, these cracks could
extend up t05 m into the intact ice sheet. As the velocity increased. the length of
the radial cracks shortened and tended to form only at the indentor corners. For
400 mmf", tests.

II

cracking pattern often observed was regular, short radial crllcks

shooting into the ice at 45° from the indentor corners. These cracks were about
0.5 m long and were separated by approximately 10 an spacings along the broken
track. Circumferential cracks sometimes formed at a radius of about I m from the
indentor face. Despite the formation of circumferential cracks, the indentor usually
continued crushing the ice without rotating and clearing the broken ice piece as
cxpeded for an inclined indentor. The likelihood of circumferential cracking, and
the radius of any cracks, decreased as velocity increased.
For the 20° and 300 indentors, indentor velocity and ice thickness had the
greatest effect on failure mode. At test speeds of 20 and 10 mmf 8, the ice failed
predominantlr in flexure. with short periods of crushing sometimes occurring prior
to a

f1exur~1

('Vent. At higher speeds (50 10 400 mm/s) the failure mode was
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F'igure 5.1: Typical f(Jrc~·lime histories from inclined in{l~n/ation
uous aU511in9; b) mir~1l ~rusliing Il1ld jlczllre; c) /,ure JI~zll~
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I~.,t.';

(I) conlin·

influenced by ice thickness, with flexural failure events occurring less often in
thicker icc. The flexural failure events were characterized by the formation of
multiple circumferential cracks, usually two at a time, and sometimes even three
at a time. When flexural failure dominated, radial cracks sometimes formed after
circl/mferential cracking. Thefirst

circumferen~:aJ crack

usually formed at a radius

between 0.7S m and 1.5 m from the indentor face. A fraction of a. second later,
a second

~subsidiary"

circumferential crack almost always formed about 0.1 to

0.3 m from the indentor face. The subsidiary circumferential crack (closer to the

indentor) would form a discrete ice slab which would rotate and dear. The length
of the broken ice piece was the distance of the second crack from the indentor,
while the width was sometimes over I m. If the piece was large, it was often
rotated and

~sandwiched~

between the advancing indentor and the level ice edge

and broken into smalJer pi«es. \Vhen the indentor next contacted the ice edge,
flexural failure lVould occur at the next (previously-induced) circumferential crack,
and the load required to induce this failure was correspondingly lower. Typically,
a large peak force where twoor three circumferential cracks were formed would be
followed by one or two peaks between 25% to 7S% of the first peak, as described
above. Each peak is sepll.rated by a stretch of low or zero load as the indentor
tra~'erses

open water or clears brokcn pieccs. Figure 5.2 is a portion of the F"

time series for V

= 20

mm/$ from Fresh5.LO_Run2 featuring the formation of

a principal circumferential crack and two subsidiary cracks. A series of sketches
illustrating the failure sequence for this portion of the time series is presented ill
Figure 5.3.
The formation of the subsidiary cracks is due to three possible methanisms:
the formation of a truncated wedge afler initial circumferential cracking, buckling
failure or shear cracking. These explanations are discussed below. Unfortunately,
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much previous work .....ith inclined structures has concentrated on conical structures. and it will have to .... assumed that the failure mechanisms described can
he extended to planar surfaces.
The first circumferential crack was not always observed to propagate to the
free ice edge. Assuming that just after the first circumferential crack is crl!ated
two radial cracks emanate rrom the indentor corners, a truncated wedge is formed.
According to Nevel (1972):

(5.1)
and

(5.2)
where

P..

ultimate vertical load

b.

a c.-'nstant, such that b = b.:r
width or the wedge at a distance :r rrom the wedge tip
position or maximum stress, i.e. distance at which railure occurs
loading length at wedge tip
Poisson's ratio

P..

density of water

E

= elastic modulus of ite

gravitational acceleration
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For the first peak shown in Figure 5.2,(1/ = 92TkPa, b.
Le = 119 em and a

=0.10.

=2 Ill, /, = 35.6111111,
= 530 N is prt.'tlit·kd

An ultimate vertical load of p..

using equation (5.1). From the vertical force-time record for this peak, p.. was
measured at 680 N. Nevel's equation (5.2) enables prediftioll of the distann' of
cracking. For this case (a/ Lc

= 0.10)

and the crack distance is llrl'tliclctl to be

about 0.5 m. This agrees well with the distance ofOAS

III

associated with the first

subsidiary crack in Figure 5.2. The creation of the :sct:ond subsidinry crack

i~

not

explained, however, and the rarlial cracks (essentIal for this failure mt.'('"haliisllI)
were not always observed in

CMl'S

where the suhsidil'lry cracks formed.

If the indentor angle (}' is small, and the friction hetween the ice and imlt'lllor
surface high, it is conceivable that , high horizontal 10a(1 coul(l T\'Sult in louckling failure. The formation of two or three cracks virtually
also consistent with buckling failure.

After the initial

~irnliltaIH~ou~ly

circllmf<!fl~lltial

is

crack is

formed, hinged boundary conditions are created at both the icc-indentor intcrfacf:
(due to the roughness of the indentor surface) and the first crack. A subsidiary
crack may form at the halfway distance, a prediction in agreement with ohscl'vati009 of the present tests. Ouckling is associated with low indclitatioll rates,
wide structures and thin ice, however. none of which charaderi7.e the present
tests. Timco (1986) predicts that buckling will occur at indentation rates below

0.03

,,-1

(V :::; 7 mm/J for the present te;lt geometry) for low i\Sped ratios. In

a recent survey of all buckling failures observed in laboratory scale indcntation
tests, Blanchet et al. (1989) also note that at IlSpcct ratios below Ii and iUllcn·
tat ion velocities above 10 mm/J, no buckling occurred. The formation of olle or
two

sub~;diary

cracks occurred at velocities up to 400 mm/J in the present Lests.

Wessels and Kato (1988) describe an interesting dependence of the size of
the broken ice pieces on the ice-structure friction angle and the thickness of the

ice. For the case of pure bending f""Jure, eJastic plate theory predicts the length
of hroken ice piece to he of the order of magnitude of the characteristir. length.
It follows that as the characteristic length of the ice increases with increalling
tllickncs.~,

the size of the broken ice piece will increase as well. This correlation

hll.1 bC<!n observed to hold true in experiments wi/.h smooth structures, where the
indentation forces result in pure flexural failure. For rough structures, however,
the size of the broken ice pieces is observed to decrease with increasing thickness.
This is due to a transition from pure flexural failure to combined flexure and shear
failure. The higher coefficient of friction of the rougher surface means a greater
normal load must he applied to produce the same deflection of the iceshl;ct. Larger
horizontal forces are developed at the interface, and the prerenceof an out-of-plane
deflection It'ads to shear failure at some distance from the indentor rather than
only pure crushing at the interface. Wessels and Kato further note that more than
one drClllllferential crack forms at high velocities

f~r

combined flexure and shear.

In the case or the present tests the rough surface of the indentor, small indtntor
inclination, nnd relatively thick icc make the presence of shear forces highly likely.
The subsidiary cracks are probably formed, by a combination of both the shear
mechani lm and dynamic buckling.
AL highcr speeds (50 to ·100 mmls) the failure mode was influcnced by ice thickIlt'ss, with flexural failure e\'ents occurring less often as ice thickness increased.
Figure 5.4 shows the dominant mode of faihm:of each test plotted against indentor
angle and velocity normalized with respect to ice thickness. This

Mmap~

is divided

into three areas: flexural railure, crushing failure, and a mixed region where both
modes occurred, sometimes in the same test. Although gaps in the data exist, the
map gives a rough indication of the conditions under which a particular mode of
failure is likely to occur.
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,,'

As velocity

incH~ali<)s,

it is expected that the inertial resistance of lhe water

to the downward acceleration of the icc shC'Ct will increase, and the failure mode
may dlange from flexure to crushing (Sodhi, 1987). Overall, this was found to be
true for this test series, as the total number of flexural failure events decreased
with

incre1\.~ing

velocity. fl wa.s often observed, however, that crushing occurred

primarily at the slart of a run, Le. al the flnt velocity (.so or 20

mm/~)

to be

tested, and changed 10 flexure some time into the run. Once one flexural failure
was induced, the rest of the run was likely to be dominated by lh:xural failure.
The dlange to flexure sometimes occurred while the indentor was still moving at
the first velocity. The relatively undamaged state of the icc shC'Ct at the start
of a test run may allow crushing to continue for a short period of time, until
the number of radial and circumferential cracks in lhe ice reaches a level where
flexural failure inevitably occurs. The probability of encountering some flaw in
the ice sheet leading to flexural failure also increases wilh the distance moved
through the ice.

5.2

Peak horizontal forces

The peak hori7.ontal force (F..~ ••• ) on the indentor face

W/lS

found using the

DAS_CALC software at the [MD. This peak force was normalized with respect to
the

~quare

of the ice thicknem> h, and the flexural strength of the ice

flJ>

to give

the "normalized peak horizontal force", H, such that:

(5.3)
All inclined indentors had a width of 120 mm, and the 120 mm vertical indentor
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is included in this analysis {or purposes of comp<lriSOll

5.2.1

a.~

a O· "illl'liTll'd" illtll'ulnr.

Indentor angle effect

A plOl of H as a {unction of inllentor angl..
forces on the indentor increMe

i\S (\'

is shown in Figure .'l.5. TIll' I"'ilk

approaches 0·.

50 Normalized peak horizon.!. -.:',",'0::'"-,"H

J --
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_

H-1.:ilan{90 -
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w:~~
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I
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Indentor angle ex
Figure 5.5: Normalized peak horizontal force us. illdenlf1r IW!Jle
Previously published studies for inclined in<lentorll have

exdlllll~1

crushing·

dominated peak forces (Michel and Picard, 1989; Haynes et al., I!Jil:l)) from anal·
ysis, and obtained a (unction of the form H

=alan(o+tP), where 0 is the indentor

angle, '" the friction angle and a some constanl. The solid line in Figure

.'j}j fl~p

resents a best·fit curve of H for indentor angles of 10· and greater (Le. the CUfVll
Wi\S

not lit lo data points· at S· or 0°):
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H = 1.3tan{90 -

0

+ 4°)

(.\.4)

Thi9 function greatly overpredich H for indentor angle9 close to vertiCAl, where
crushing becomes predominant. Equation (SA) assumes that the icc will fail in
flexure, and the resulting peak

~tress

much higher than the crushing

~,rength

predicted for indentor angles below 10° is
of the icc. The application of equation

(.').'1) is not valid for conditions where crushing behaviour predominates.

5.2.2

Velocity effect

A plot of the normalized peak horizontal force, H, 'Is. indentor velocity is shown in
Figure 5.6, with each indentor angle plotted as a separate series. The force initially
increases to some peak value, then drops at V/h :::::: 2 and begins increasing once
again. although at

11.

slower rate, as velocity increases. This eITect becomes less

oramatic as the indentor angle increase9, and H is almost velocity-independent
for the 30° indentor.
The explanation for this behaviour is related to the dynamic response of the
structure. For the 0°, 5° and 10· indentors, crushing was the dominant failure
1Il0dc

and the structllral r"sponse was similar to that for vertical indentors_ Once

the structural response becomes locked-in at the natural frequency (63 Hz) at

V/h ncar 2, the load decreases to a minimum and again begins increasing with
increasing velocity, as detailed in Section 4.3. At indentor angles of 20° and 30° the
failure mode is predominanlly bending, and the natural frequency of the structure
is not excited. Consequently, the initial rise and fall of H noted for lower angle
indentors is less dramatic or non-existent.
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F'igurc 5.6: Normali:eJ Ileak Izori:oulal forcc us. indentor l'clor.ily

5.3

Dynamics

F'rolh ohservations of the tests. the firstl:ircIllllfcrential crack

wa.~

seen to usually

occur at a distance close to the characteristic len!!th of the in' S!LI'{·t,
and l.5 10 from the indentor face.

Thi~

hctW(~I'n

I

agrel!S well with Im:'lkiug If~lIglbs oh.<;f:n'I:fJ

by F'rederking and Timco (198.'.\) and Michel and Picard (I!JS!.l). As flisr:ussf,1 ill
Section 5.1, a second. subsiuiary crack usually formcd at soml: point roughly 11f!tween the initial circumferential crack and the indentor, and somclillll'!l

;~

tlrinl

subsidiary crack formed even closer to thc illucntor face. TllI.'!ic pieccs wOrtl,J rotate and dear, and the indentor would traverse llw reslllt;lIg open WOller heforc
again contacting the ice edge. The piece sizl!s used ill the fflilowing analysis
determined by the shorlest crackin)!: distance when more than Olll!

al"l~

circumf{~rel1

tial crack \Vas formed. This distance also corresponded to the dislance traveller!
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hdwecn flexural failure peaks.

The

~singlc

iccbrcaking

frC<luency~

was determined for tests where bending

was the dominant mode of failure by performing spectral analysis of the resulting
force-time series. These frequenck>s were double-checked by visually examining
the individual time series.

For test series Fresh3JILRun3, the Fr signal was

inadvertantly riltcrcd al 1 H:: (instead of at 1 kHz as for olher tesls) and rendered
useless for spectral analysis. As detailed in Section 4.3, the properly recorded

IU~

signal was llSed for this test to determine the frequency content of the horizontal
force on the indentor. A lotal or 18 data points were obtained where bending
failure dominated (four from test Fresh3JILRun3). Figure 5.7 is a plot of the
Ringle icebreaking frequency vs. velocity. A trend of increasing frequency wilh
velocity is evident.

-----0---,

,;..:FI~ex:~u~ra~l~fa~lI~ur~e-cf~re~q~ue~n~cY~IH~Z"-)
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Figure 5.7: Single ict:breaking frequency vs. velocity
From lhr illgle icebreaking frequency the. average broken ice piece length
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can be determined. The period (l/f) times llll~ lest \'docil)' giv•.' ll lhl~ .lisl,ann:
travelled between flexural events, which is prt'Sll1lwd close to the brokcu icc pi,!!,,:
size. Even when flexure was the {!omillant fa.illlTC llIode, however,

iL

portion "f tIll'

intact sheet was usually crushed hefore hending failure occurred for

A belier method of determining broken icc picce size, then, is to
lime between flexural failure

illlt.! lie\\'

(on1.u;1 \'1:LWC(~1I

tIle

11l;Uly

ll~sts.

1ll(~l~~lm~

the

indentor and kc slH~d

(i.e. the time where the force on the indentor is at zero or some vcry low . dw~)

and multiply this value by the tcst velocity. This ItIl:thoJ of calculating brokl:1I
piece size gave values ranging from 100 mill to almost 500 film, which

agr<~:

wdl

with observed broken ice piece sizes. A plot of hroken icc piece sil~e vs. velocity is
presented in Figure 5.8. The dynamic effed of decrcasillz. hroken piece size with
increasing velocity as observed by Valanto (198!!) is nol clearly demonstrated here,
probably due to the limited number of data points. For test F'resh5JIIJluIl2,
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hOWllV(lr, a definite decrease in pi!!ce size is observed with increasing velocity, as
indicated hy the dasht.oJ line in Figure 5.8. The maximum piece size decreases
from <150 mm at 100 mmls to about 200 mm at 400 mm/s. The smallest piece
~i~es,

however, were also observed at the lowest test velocities.

The characteristic length of the icc sheets ranged from 0.90 m to 1.26 m (see
Table 3.3). A plot of the ratio of piece size to characteristic

leng~h

vs. velocity

is sl,own in Figure 5.9. Most failure occurred at between 10% and 40% of the
d1l\raderi~tic length.
iUll.l

These values are lower tban those reported by Frederking

Tinu:o (l985) and Michel and Picard (1989), due to the rormation of one or

morc

~Ilhsidiary

circumferential cracks during failure.
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Figure 5.9: Ralio of broken ice piece size 10 charoclerislic length
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
The vertical indentation experiments produced several

rl'sull.~

similar to thos.,

observed by several previous researchers. The indentors used were relalively narrow (aspect ratio ranged from I.i to -1.6j, and brittle crushing was lhl! dmnillanl
failure mode. Radial cracking, spalliug and occasional circumferential

r.ra(kill~

were also observed. These failure modes occurred at combinations of velocity and
aspect ratio which closely followed the "railure mouc map" uevcloped by Tirnco

(1986) for nat vertical indentors. The maximum force on t11(' structure wa.'! 2!1.I

kN and peak pressures (averaged over the indentor area) ranged from 'I til 11

M Pa, in good agreement with previous work. Comparisons of peak

prP.!l.~llrc

I,,!·

tween different experiments must consider the duration of individllal test runs,
however, as a longer test lim will usually produce a higher peak pressnre. TIIIl
variation of peak pressures as velocity, ice thickness and indentor width changed
confirmed behaviour observed by previous researchers. As asped ratio illcrcas(ltl
the peak pressure on the structure slightly decreased. The failure mode at higher
aspect ratios consisted of a lower proportion of pure crushing failure and increlUt-
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ing proportions of spalling and radial and circumferential cracking. Indentation
rate had an effect on peak pressure as well. Peak pressure increased slightly with
velocity until a steady vibration was induced in the structure somewhere between
test velocities of 50

mm/~

and 100

mmj~.

Once this dynamic response emerged,

the load exerted on the structure dropped.
This transition from a static loading condition to a dynamic loading condition
occurred, as stated above, between the velocities of 50
velocities below 50

mm/~,

mmj~

and 100 mm/s. At

ice was crushed intermittently, producing a sawtllOth·

shaped force-time trace. The ice crushing frequency in this range linearly followed
test velocity, and the dimensionless number F = fh/V had a value between
2.5 and 4.5 (see Figure 4.14, Section 4.3). Typically, for relatively compliant
laboratory·scale structures F ranges from 3·5, while for stiffer structures F can
reach as high as 500. The measured stiffness, K, of the structure was high, but the
high in-plane

~tiffness

of the thick freshwater ice produced a relatively compliant

ice·structure system. The effort to produce a very stiff structure was somewhat
undermined by the high strength and stiffness of the tested ice sheets.
At velocities above 50

mm/~

a dynamic loading condition emerged:

Il.

har-

monic force· time trace was observed and the response frequency or the structure
became locked at approximately 63Hz I the natural frequency of the structure.
The response frequency remained locked at 63 Hz even as velocity was increased
to 400 mm/s. This behaviour has been reported by several researchers in the
literature, including Singh d 0/. (1990). For the region between 50 mmja and
100 mm/a in Figure 4.14, the value of F::: Jh/V was found to be approximately
20. The peak pressures exerted on the structure dropped when this dynamic
condition emergf'd, and indentor deflection also decreased. Essentially, the indentor behaved as a stiffer structure than in the static loading condition. The
7i

damage length /, or length of ice crushed with each cycle, rangt'd fr01l1 n.Oli}1 III

O.Sh, These values are again low compll.::-d to typicallaboralory results, Due'
to the relalive stiffness the structure in the d)'namic cOlltlitioll, less Ilrtll'cliulI uf
the indentor occurs before the crushing strength of thl' ice is t'xct"t'llccl, and Il'slI
elastic strain energy is returned to the icc, At

\w)'

high \'. ;odtit'!i,

:mo

1/I1111,~

and 400 mmls, a :lecond frequency ncar WO If:: began to app('ar in tIlt' plIWl'r
spectrum of the structure's response. This higher frequency was prohably .Ine
to the excitation of some different mode of structural vibration rather than iCI'
crushing at a higher frequency or some

I'xtru~iOlL

phclIo!ncnoll, ,\ rOlllplclt· Ily-

namic analysis of the indentor-carriilge system must be pcrfornwcl to

t'OIl~rl1\

existence of this higher frequency in the structure. The transition from
behaviour to "dynamic" behaviour could have been better stlldicll

;~

the

~sti\tic"

more kst

velocities between 50 mmls and 100 mmls had heen induded in the tllSt s<!riL'S.
At 50 mmls the indentor behaved as

1\

relatively compliant, static sLruclure

whjl.~

at 100 mmls the "locked-in" condition had been reached,
The inclined indentation tests produced mixed ice failure modes of Hushing
and flexure. The failure mode was inRuenced by indentor angle, icc thickn<,ss alld
indentor velocity. Indentor angle affects the proportion nf lotalload applied in the
in-plane and transverse directions, If the in-plane load exceeds the

comprf!S.~ive

strength of the ice before the transverse load produces sufficient deflection and
bending stresses to induce a bending failure, the failure mode will he dominated
by crushing. Flexural strength is directly related to icc thickness: as thickness
increases, flexural strength

increase~

and a higher transverse load is required to

fail the ice in bending. Compressive strength is not geometry-related, and if the
in-plane load hecomes high enough before flexural failure can occur, the failure
mode will again be dominated by crushing. Indentor velocity affects the downward
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acceleration of the ice sheet and the resulting hydrodynamic inertia, as described
by Sorensen (1978). Al very high velocities this inertia can impede the transverse
deflection of the ice sheet required for flexural failure, and crushing failure can
result. These phenomenon were all observed in the present test series: the failure
mode became dominated by crushing

i!S

indentor angle decreased, as ice thickness

increased and indenlor velocity increased. A "failure mode map" illustrating this
transition (inspired by similar "maps" developed by Timco (1986) and olhers for
vertical structures) was developed and is presented in Figure 5.4.
The largest peak horizontal force on the indentor was 32.7 kN, due to crushing failure. The normalized peak horizontal force H increased as the indentor
approach..d vertical and crushing emerged as the dominant failure mode. For
tests where nexural failure dominated (indentor angle a
l/

=

1.3 tan(90 - a

+ 4°)

> 10°), the function

provided a good fit to experimental results. An ex-

ponentially increasing horizontal force with decreasing indentor angle has been
observed and reported by several other researchers, as reported by Sodhi (1986).
A subsidiary cracking phenomenon was observed Cor many flexural Cailure
events. A principal circumferential crack formed at a distance close to the characteristic length of the ice sheet, followed by one or two subsidiary circumCerential
cracks closer to the indentor face. High in-plane forces combined with vertical
deflection oC the ice sheet produced a shear and buckling Cailure responsible for
this subsidiary cracking. The broken ice pieces generated by flexural Cailure events
were subsequently smaller than those predicted by many previous authors, who do
not document the Cormation of any subsidiary cracks. The distance of the initial
flexural crack, however, is in agreement with the broken piece lengths reported by
Frederking and Timco (1985) and Michel and Picard (1987).
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Appendix A

VERTICAL INDENTATION
DATA
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INCLINED INDENTATION
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